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Introduction 

The purpose of this marketing audit is to provide Kelvin Chan, owner of Smart N Save, with in depth 

information about the company’s current marketing asset. This report will evaluate Smart N Save’s 

current marketing strategies, analyze its objectives, and then provide Mr. Chan with recommendations. 

Company Background 

Kelvin Chan founded Smart N Save, after being a manager of a small Chinese food convenience store. It 

is a solely a B2C business and has been in business for 10 years. Smart N Save is located in Lansdowne 

Mall in Richmond, B.C. Smart N Save is a dry food grocery store, which carries a wide range of Chinese, 

Japanese and Korean noodles, chips, snacks and drinks.  Since the grocery store is tiny size company, Mr. 

Chan is also acted as the store manager of the store. The store currently has four cashiers and three 

stockpersons.  

Mission Statement 

Smart N Save is hoping to offer its customers with a wide range of Chinese, Japanese and Korean snacks 

and drinks. Furthermore, as a B2C company, Smart N Save hopes to provide its customers with high 

quality products and customer service at an affordable price. 

Marketing Objectives 

Smart N Save’s marketing objectives is to create customer awareness, which would translate to an 

increase in revenue. 
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Internal communications 

The employee communication within the company is very simple: verbal communications. There is no 

email system for the employees to communicate between each other. However, the manager insists on 

having a daily briefing every morning to update the staffs with information regarding the on sale items 

and other important information such as daily goals or objectives. There is also a comment board for 

employees to write their comments or communicate with other staffs. Occasionally, the manager would 

post memo on the comment board as well. 

External communications 

External communications at Smart N Save operate similarly to the internal processes.  Communications 

with suppliers and contractors are primarily handled through verbal communications.  When store 

inventory begins to run low, the supervisors or manager place a phone call to the local supplier for more 

products.  The company utilizes invoicing and paper copy to communicate with external companies. 

Current Media Analysis 

Owned Media 

Currently, Smart N Save doesn’t have any online owned media presence. The company used to have a 

company website; however, due to low effectiveness and extremely low traffic, Mr. Chan decided to shut 

down the website in 2008. According to Alexia
1
, there are currently two websites linking to the Smart N 

Save website: one is being the website design company who built the website and the other one is the 

Lansdowne Mall’s store directory page. Since the website is inactive, no additional data regarding the 

Smart N Save’s website is unavailable on Alexia. 

                                                             
1 http://www.alexa.com/site/linksin/smartnsave.ca 

http://www.alexa.com/site/linksin/smartnsave.ca
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As for offline owned media, Smart N Save provides plastic bags to its customers with purchases. On the 

plastic bag, Smart N Save logo can be seen. Also, company information, such as address, phone number, 

and website address can be found. In addition, Smart N Save also has its company information printed on 

their receipts. 

Earned Media 

In addition to owned media, it is important for any business to have favorable publicity or earned media.  

Although a company cannot control earned media, customers may see it as more credible since it is from 

a third party source.  For Smart N Save, earned media would come from sources such as customer 

reviews and rankings of the business.  One of the more popular websites that facilitates customer reviews 

currently is Yelp.com.   

Since launching in 2004, Yelp has grown to over 54 million visitors with thousands of reviews of local 

businesses in Canada and the United States.  Community members can contribute store reviews as well as 

rank the services of an establishment.  As of March 2012, Smart N Save is currently ranked 4.5 out of 5 

stars.  This score is very favorable; however, there are only 2 reviews on the store page.  The limited 

number of reviews could be improved upon further to drive more traffic to the store. 

A positive aspect of the reviews is that one of them is written by a Yelp “elite” community member.  The 

reviews written by these elite members are desired because they carry more weight and influence than 

ordinary users.  Elite members usually have a larger following of friends on the site, which leads to 

greater reach.  In addition, elite members have written many reviews on the site and thus the critiques are 

more trusted on the site. 

Alongside Yelp, Smart N Save has a foursquare page that users can interact with.  Foursquare is a social 

media site similar to yelp with the exception that it provides real time status updates where users can 

“check-in” to the location.  The benefit to this is that users who check-in are granted access to exclusive 

coupons and discounts.   
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Currently, Smart N Save does not offer any promotional coupons or incentives to check-in on foursquare.  

A possible negative aspect of the foursquare page is that similar to the Yelp page, there is currently very 

little user activity for Smart N Save. 

Paid Media 

In order to better target its primary demographic, Smart N Save only advertises on Ming Pao, a popular 

local Chinese newspaper, every Friday. According to the media advertising kid provided by Ming Pao, 

the newspaper’s average reach per week is 277,500
2
.  According to our contact, Alex Wong, a senior 

employee who worked at Smart N Save for five years, Smart N Save only advertises some of the weekly 

special product on the ad. The company also provides its logo, phone number, website address, and a map 

of its location on the ad. As stated by Mr. Wong, the weekly budget for the newspaper ad is roughly 

around $450 per week. 

Critical Analysis 

Issues Management 

Smart N Save currently does not have formal plans for managing crisis issues such as product recall or 

products causing customers to become sick.  Hence it is critical for the company to establish a plan of 

action should any such situation arise.  Failure to do so may result in millions of dollars in lawsuits and 

legal proceedings.  The initial step required is to identify the key audience of the company.   

The key audience for Smart N Save includes shareholders, partners, investors, customers and the media.  

Identifying the key audience is important because the company must always appear structured and 

professional in the public view.  This is especially true when dealing with bad news that relates to the 

                                                             
2 http://www.mingpaovan.com/htm/info/advprice/vc_media_kit.pdf 
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company.  Strategically, communicating bad news falls under two categories, events you can control and 

events you cannot control.   

For news the company can control, such as layoffs or work stoppages, everyone impacted by the news 

should be informed directly through internal company communications.  This is important because it 

would reflect poorly on the company if internal employees heard bad news about the company through 

external new media.  The strategic goal when managing the company’s image should be to minimize 

damage to the organization’s reputation while also establishing a platform for recovery so that 

management is still viewed as credible. 

For news that the company cannot control, such as major industrial accidents, the company should 

generally respond with the following: 

- What happened? 

- Why it happened? 

- What we are doing to ensure it doesn’t happen again. 

By being honest with the media, the company will not alienate their key audience and can still establish a 

credible business image. 

Proactively monitoring your own company image is an important aspect of remaining competitive in the 

grocery foods industry.  By utilizing the strategies outlined above, Smart N Save can maintain its growth 

with increased sales and market share. 

Measurement and Tracking 

In order to determine if the proposed future changes are effective, it is important that the marketing 

communications plan be measurable.  There are several ways to track the success of the plan.  This 

section will discuss monitoring social media presence as well as earned media as benchmarks for 

measuring effectiveness. 
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With Web 2.0 technologies such as Google Analytics and Facebook Analytics it is much easier for 

companies to track just how effective their online marketing communications budgets are spent.  These 

tools can track the pages a customers visits on a website as well as what they look at.  Monitoring social 

media presence can mean setting an objective for the company Facebook page such as “1000 likes” by the 

end of summer 2012.  In terms of earned media, the goal could be to have 20 reviews by the end of winter 

2012.   

Measuring and tracking the effectiveness of the marketing communications plan will lead to better overall 

health of the company.  In addition, the data can provide valuable information on areas that future plans 

can improve upon. 

Contingency Plans 

The purpose of a contingency plan is have a set of procedures in place should things go wrong in a 

situation.  A planner must anticipate relevant events that could negatively affect the business, including 

low-probability events that would have major impacts.  Rarely will the events unfold according to the 

plan, however, with a plan in place, the company will be able to act and respond appropriately.  The 

following questions could help to develop a contingency plan: 

1. What events may occur that require a response? 

2. What disasters might happen during execution of the plan? 

3. What is the worst case scenario of events for the situation? 

4. What scenarios are possible for the situation? 

5. What event would cause the greatest disruption of current activities and plans? 

6. What happens if costs of the plan are excessive? what happens if delays occur? 

7. What if key people leave the organization? 

8. What are the expected moves of antagonists and competitors? 

9. Who or what might impede implementation of the plan? 
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Currently, Smart N Save does not have a contingency plan in place in case of emergencies.  By reviewing 

the guidelines above and following through to develop a plan, the company will be much more prepared 

to strategically move forward. 

Recommendations 

After analysis of the current marketing communications of Smart N Save, the company could benefit 

from the use of additional social media platforms as well as changes to the current store signage and logo.  

In addition, Smart N Save could build upon their current brand strength at earned media websites such as 

Yelp and Foursquare. 

Facebook 

Smart N Save should create a Facebook page to allow user engagement and interaction with customers.  

This page could serve as a user forum where customers can discuss their favorite snack foods and find the 

latest information on what new products are coming to the store.  By encouraging user comments, 

customers will feel a sense of community and belonging that leads to a positive business relationship.  

Another positive for user interaction would be that the company can discover which products are most 

popular and hold promotions such as snack of the week contests.  An incentive for users to join and 

interact could be to offer a discount coupon for “Liking” the Smart N Save Facebook page.  Users who 

like Smart N Save will have this status shared to all their Facebook friends which will lead to greater 

reach.  In addition, the recommendation will come from a trusted source in the friend and thus the 

message will be more likely to be accepted with a higher response rate.   

Twitter 

Alongside the Facebook page, Smart N Save is recommended to setup a Twitter account and start posting 

weekly tweets.  The benefit of a twitter page is that updates can be posted in real time.  This is good for 
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making announcements such as new product arrivals to the store or surprise coupons exclusive to twitter 

users. 

Yelp 

In terms of Smart N Save earned media, the company should focus on their current brand strength at Yelp 

and Foursquare.  The store has very high ranking and great customer reviews that should be taken 

advantage of.  Smart N Save could offer incentives such coupons for customers to post reviews on Yelp 

and Foursquare.  This user engagement will help to further strengthen the brand along with assisting in 

building awareness and identity. 

Brand identity alteration 

Another proposed change would be to make alterations to the current graphic identity of the company.  At 

present, the Smart N Save storefront uses very simple text based signage.  The words “Smart N Save” are 

colored blue while there is a small yellow circle that encompasses the letter N.  Additionally, the target 

market of Smart N Save is primarily of Asian demographic and the signage also includes 3 Chinese 

characters that mean lowest prices.  The proposed alteration to the signage would be to remove the 

Chinese characters and develop a logo or mascot for the company.  This process will help the company 

build a brand identity and make the brand much more memorable in the minds of customers. 

Website restoration 

In regard to the Smart N Save website, the company should put their website back online immediately. 

The reasoning is, through the analysis of Smart N Save on Alexis, the online audit shows that there are 

websites linking to the company’s website, excluding earned media sites such as Yelp.  Also, the 

company provides the website address on the plastic bags and customer receipts as well.  However, due to 

the website is shut down; Smart N Save is wasting these available resources to increase their online 

presence, as well as brand awareness.  Because of this, some customers may feel unsafe to shop at Smart 
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N Save.  Once the website is back online, Smart N Save will be able to increase its brand awareness. This 

will also help the customer to get information about Smart N Save easier. 

The proposed additions and changes to the existing marketing communications at Smart N Save will 

allow the company to adapt to current generation media as well as remain competitive in the grocery 

foods industry. 

Appendix 

Interview transcript 

Interview with Alex Wong, a senior employee at Smart N Save 

How long have you been working at Smart N Save? 

- 5 years 

What’s your duty at Smart N Save? 

- Primary duty as a stockperson 

- Act as a leader when the manager is away since he’s one of the longest serving employee at 

Smart N Save 

- Occasionally provides suggestions or feedback to the owner regarding the marketing plan since 

he is currently a student in the Kwantlen’s BBAMM program 

Current Communication Plan 

Overall Message Smart N Save wishes to deliver. Who are they? 

- To attract the audience to come to the store 

- To provide high quality product and customer service to the customer with an avoidable price 

- Primary customers are those who are carving for import snacks, drinks 

What are the goals and objectives? 

- Increase revenue just like any other business 

- Wants to increase customer awareness 

- The owner believes that, as a small business, word of mouth is important since they don’t have a 

huge budget for marketing. Providing a good customer service will help generating word of 

mouth 
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Owned Media 

Online Website 

- Was initially hoped to create online presence for Smart N Save 

- To provide online flyers to the customers 

- Shut down due to ineffectiveness. Extremely low traffic 

- Owner decided to shut it down in 2008 

Social Media 

- Currently are not into social media because the owner feels that he doesn’t have the extra time 

to implement social media 

Paid Media 

Newspaper 

- Currently only advertises on Ming Pao every Friday 

- Cost around $450 weekly 

- Smart N Save used to advertise everyday on Ming Pao, but the owner found that it doesn’t make 

much difference in effectiveness. 

Internal Communication 

How does the company communicate internally? 

- Generally, mouth to mouth 

- The store manager, or a senior employee or supervisor when the manager is away, would 

provide daily briefing to the staffs about promotions or other important information 

- Memos will also be used occasionally 

- There is also a comment board for the employees to write whatever they want in the staff room 

External Communication 

How does the company communicate externally, for example, suppliers? 

- Rely on primary on verbal communication 

- The manager or supervisor places phone calls to local suppliers when enquiring the inventory 

and supplies since there is no email system in place 

- Paper copy of invoices will be used when the actual order is being made 
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Examples of graphic identity 

 

SWOT analysis of current media 

Strengths Weaknesses 

- Memorable store name 

- Customers really enjoy the products and 

have written great reviews on Yelp 

- Print ads target Asian target demographic 

- Social media has very low costs to operate 

compared to other forms of media 

-  

- Print ads only target Asian demographic 

- Relatively small budget of $450 per week 

on marketing communications 

- No budget for other forms of advertising 

-  

Opportunities Threats 

- Smart N Save have no social media 

presence such as Facebook and Twitter 

- Smart N Save can capitalize on its great 

reputation and earned media reviews at 

Yelp 

- Local competitor T&T Supermarkets is 

already very active on the online 

technologies such as Facebook 

-  

 


